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this report covers the activities related to the S.A.t.S General Botha Old Boys’ 

Association Bursary Fund during the period from January 2018 to December 2018.
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1. MiSSiON:
the Fund was initiated in April 2011 by Phil Wade after a visit by four S.A.t.S General Botha Old Boys Association 
(GBOBA) reunion groups, from the years 1951, 1961, 1971 and 1981, to the lawhill Maritime Centre at Simon’s 
town School. lawhill so impressed the participants as being similar to the General Botha in its years as a training 
ship, a nautical college and an academy that it was decided that it would be valuable and appropriate to establish  
a bursary fund with the following fourfold mission: 

 •  the preservation of the S.A.t.S General Botha culture and legacy as a significant part of South African 
maritime history.

 •  the maintenance of a living memorial honouring the memory of General Botha Old Boys.

 •  the encouragement and education of young South Africans to pursue careers in the maritime industry.

 • the strengthening of national maritime education and training initiatives.

the Fund was created under the auspices of the Cape town Branch of the S.A.t.S General Botha Old Boys 
Association. the Fund has the following statement of objectives in its constitution:

2. PRiNCiPAL OBJECTiVES:
the principal objective of the Fund is to assist students financially who wish to enter, or who already attend, an 
approved educational establishment to study towards a maritime career; being students studying, or wishing to 
study, at the lawhill department of maritime studies in the Simon’s town School, or similar school, and those 
studying, or wishing to study at tertiary institutions to qualify for admittance to the Navigation and/or Engineering 
Cadet Programme.

Alternatively, should it be found by the governing body of the Fund that they cannot satisfy this principal objective for any 
reason, they can decide to support materially an approved institution that provides maritime education and/or training.

An important supplementary objective to the principal objective of the Fund is to provide a successful mentoring and 
outreach programme for all its funded students.

3. CONSTiTUTiON:
the original constitution was finalized and approved by the South African revenue Services (SArS) in October 
2011, establishing the Fund as a Public Benefit Organisation with registration for tax exemption and allowance for 
the issue of certificates for donor taxation benefits.

the original constitution was amended during 2017 to allow for the incorporation of the Society of Master Mariners 
Bursary Fund.

the constitution is available to any interested parties on request.

4. TAx BENEFiTS FOR dONORS:
Donors subject to tax in South Africa can benefit by contributing to this fund as follows:

•  Individuals: limited to a donation benefit of 10% of taxable income before the deduction of donations and 
medical expenses.

•  Companies: limited to a donation benefit of 10% of taxable income before becoming liable for taxation on 
donations.

See a codicil for bequests attached as an addendum to this report on page 32.
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5. CHAiRMAN’S OVERViEW:
Writing the chairman’s overview of the Fund’s annual report always triggers in me a mental shipboard image of staring astern 
at the streaming wake, filled with some nostalgia for what has been left behind and some excitement about what lies ahead 
over the horizon. this year I can report that the streaming wake indicates, yet again, sound navigation by the Fund’s Board, a 
steady course and great teamwork by everyone concerned. Even a quick read through the sections of this report will reveal the 
details of the many issues, activities and events managed during the year. I have indicated my intention to reduce my role in 
the fund’s affairs and be replaced as Chairman, due to on-going health issues and let a younger member take up command. 
thank you! It has been a pleasure and a privilege to make my contribution as chairman.

All our bursars progressed as they should this year. Our three grade-twelve students excelled in their senior certificate 
examinations, achieving 11 code 7 subject distinctions (80%-100%) amongst them. they now proceed to tackle the 
challenges of their tertiary-level studies. Overall, the scholastic results this year confirm, once again, the essential contribution 
of the extra-tutorial element of the Fund’s mentoring programme, earning our special thanks to our dedicated tutors. Several 
of our bursars would  simply not have managed without the expert coaching by these tutors and the supplementary study 
materials provided to them by the Fund.

We maintain contact and appropriate mentorship relations with our bursars and ex-bursars throughout their secondary and 
tertiary studies, and into their professional careers; inviting them to join the S.A.t.S General Botha Old Boys Association when 
appropriate. 

the experiential element of the mentoring programme is designed to facilitate the essential attitudinal and skills development 
of the Fund’s bursars. While the programme is detailed in the relevant section of this report, it is important to emphasize here 
that it was greatly enhanced this year through the ongoing strengthening of the association and collaboration between the 
Fund and other key maritime organizations. the sharing of events, facilities, expertise and planning has been very successful 
and of great benefit to the bursars. In addition, it is most encouraging to re-affirm the alignment of the Fund’s values and 
objectives with these well-established organizations. We thank everyone who contributed to giving these young future-seafarers 
such unique learning experiences. May our relationships strengthen still further as our shared journey continues. 

Of course, nothing can be achieved without adequate funding. While funding is always a primary concern, a review of the 
financial statements appended shows that the Fund is in a sound financial position at year-end, having fulfilled its operational 
objectives and maintained its reserves. While this is partly the result of tight financial control, it is enabled, fundamentally, by 
the continuous generosity of our loyal donors, sponsors and the participants in our fund-raising events, they are truly the power 
that drives us ahead. thank you!

Over the past 7 years of operations we have had many Board Members, some still aboard. However there comes a time 
when one should step down and allow the younger members to carry the flag. this year Paul Semark is stepping down after 
being the Vice Chairman and a Board Member, since the start of our voyage. Neil lawson who has guarded and managed our 
finances as treasurer for the past 4 years, has also indicated that he will be standing down however, remaining responsible for 
the Golf Day Finances. they have both served the fund with dedication and commitment and the success of the fund is in no 
small way the result of their service. Bravo Zulu!! the fund salutes you.

last year I ended my report with the following observation:

“The experiences of this year have reinforced my belief that our bursaries are the seed-corn of the dreams and aspirations 
of our young bursars, transforming their lives and facilitating the development of the young professionals essential for the 
maintenance and growth of the South African maritime industry”.

this year I can do no better than re-affirming just that. “Eight bells for 2018! Full ahead for 2019!”

 

Keith Burchell.    
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6. AdMiNiSTRATiON:

the redrafting of the constitution was completed during 2017. 

In addition to allowing for the incorporation of the SOMMSA Bursary Fund, the constitution broadens the scope 

of the Fund’s objectives and formalizes aspects of the organisational structure and procedures. 

In terms of the Constitution, the Fund is administered by a governing Governing Board elected at the Fund’s 

annual general meeting, as follows:

Chairman    
Keith Burchell

Vice Chairman 
Paul Semark

Treasurer      
Neil lawson 

Phil Wade

Nicole Burchell Salina Govendor

Blackie Swart Aubrey Sosibo tony Nicholas
(ex-officio – Cape Town Branch 

Chairman of the GBOBA)

 BOARd MEMBERS

Salina Govendor, stipendiary student 

administrative officer, has now joined 

the administration team. Nicole Burchell 

has continued in her position as 

administrative officer.
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All board members give their services freely as a donation to the Fund, and all are conscious of their 

fiduciary responsibilities as board members. they are fully committed to the implementation and continuous 

monitoring of the processes and practices essential for sound corporate governance.

Nomkhitha Mbele Colin Flockhartlloyd Merriman Yvette de Klerk

Charles Kingon tiaan rabe Peter Coetzee

 BOARd MEMBERS

Nomkhitha Mbele and Aubrey Sosibo represent the Fund in Durban, providing essential mentoring to the Fund’s 

Durban based bursars, and liaison with the Durban Branch of the GBOBA and other stakeholders. the Durban 

branch committee is joined by GBOBA local branch representative Howard Jackson-Moss. 

the Board meets as required and, in addition, uses e-communication techniques to facilitate effective 

communication and decision-making. Committees are tasked with the operational work related to financial 

management, planning and budgeting, bursar selection, student mentoring and fundraising.
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7. BURSARS MOViNG ON iNTO 2019

Past bursars: 
Tsoso Hanong matriculated in 2013 with distinctions in a number of 

subjects and obtained a tNPA Bursary for his S1 and S2 Studies at 

Cape Peninsula university of technology (CPut). tsoso proved to be 

the best student in both S1, S2 Diploma courses and ended up with 

distinctions in all subjects in 2014. In 2015 he gained his S3 & S4 with 

distinctions (Masters theoretical) and was judged the best maritime 

student for 2015. Now well advanced on his seagoing cadetship. Now 

well advanced on his seagoing cadetship. In 2018 tsoso successfully 

completed his Office Of the Watch.

Zusiphe Mzotho matriculated in 2013 with distinctions in a number 

of subjects and obtained a tNPA Bursary  for her S1 and S2 studies 

at CPut. Zusiphe also obtained distinctions in certain subjects in S1 

& S2. In 2015 she gained her S3 and S4 with distinctions (Masters 

theoretical). Zusiphe has a successful career with MSC and only requires 

2 more months to finish her sea time.

Nicky Mkhulisi matriculated in 2015. Awarded a Smit  Amandla Marine Bursary to study Marine Engineering at CPut 

He failed to complete the practical workshop phase of his engineering cadetship. He has now opted to take a gap year 

and help out at home.

Mfundo Joseph matriculated in 2015. Awarded a Smit  Amandla Marine Bursary to study Marine Engineering at CPut 

He failed to complete the practical workshop phase of his engineering cadetship. He has now opted to take a gap year 

and help out at home.

Lethabo Morovhi matriculated in 2015. Awarded a SAMSA/Nedbank Bursary to study Navigation at CPut She then 

decided to transfer to uJ (university of Johannesburg ) to pursue a career in law. lethabo is currently in her 3rd year of 

her llB and plans on doing her postgraduate Masters in maritime law.

Talisha Chetty matriculated in 2015. Awarded a Smit Amandla Marine Bursary to study Navigation at CPut. She 

earned several distinctions during her first and second year .talisha has now successfully completed her cadetship at 

AMSOl and completed her Officer of the Watch course. 

Archie Leeu matriculated in 2016. Awarded an AMSOl bursary. Continuing his navigation studies at the Cape 

Peninsula university of technology (CPut).  

Keanon daniels matriculated 2016. Awarded a GBOBABF bursary for maritime Studies with the Sea Safety 

training Group (SStG). He has passed all subjects and short courses for his deck officer watch-keeping certificate of 

competency. Keanon has received placement with SAMtrA, he is currently awaiting instruction from Oldendolf. He is 

all packed with visas in hand awaiting the good news.

Tsoso Hanong
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Jodie McFarlane matriculated in 2017, now serving a one-year internship with the NSrI and continuing her studies in 

preparation for tertiary education in marine sciences.

Loyiso Jantjies matriculated 2017. Awarded a GBOBABF bursary for tertiary maritime studies with SStG.

Nkazimlo Mtshixa matriculated 2017. Awarded a GBOBABF bursary for maritime studies with the SStG.           

Lukhona Tetyana matriculated 2017. Awarded a GBOBABF bursary for tertiary maritime studies with SStG.  loysio 

has now joined MACS and is aboard the red Cedar.

Soneze Ntingiso matriculated 2017. Serving an internship with Mediterranean Shipping Company (MSC).

Tashreeq Smith matriculated in 2017. Now studying at Northlink tVEt College in preparation for tertiary education  

in marine engineering.

Bongane Mhlakoana was awarded a GBOBABF bursary for tertiary maritime studies with the Sea Safety training 

Group. Now employed as a student administrator with SStG, while studying for her Masters Near Coastal Certificate.

Smangaliso 
Dlamini

Menelisi Mkhize Avela May 

Current Bursars

Tertiary students

Smangaliso Dlamini  GBOBABF Captain Steve ray Dut.

Menelisi Mkhize  GBOBABF South African Bunker and trading Services bursary for OOW, SStG.

Avela May  GBOBABF Mur Shipping bursary for OOW, SStG. 
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Current Bursars (continued)

Lawhill Maritime Centre students

Shukri Kafoor  GBOBABF Marine Data Solutions bursary for grade 12. 

ludwe Ntshete  GBOBABF Speciality Metals bursary for grade 12. 

Apelele Ntshinka  GBOBABF royal Cape Yacht Club bursary for grade 12.

thapelo Moletsane  GBOBABF royal Cape Yacht Club bursary for grade 12.

Sabelo Mthimkhulu  GBOBABF Halliday family and Brian Cole bursary for grade 12.

Buren van Wyk  GBOBABF National Sea rescue Institute bursary for grade 11. 

Owami Zuma  GBOBABF National Sea rescue Institute bursary for grade 11. 

Nikita Adams  GBOBABF Fairship bursary for grade 11.

Shukri Kafoor Ludwe Ntshete Apelele Ntshinka Thapelo Moletsane

Sabelo Mthimkhulu Buren Van Wyk Owami Zuma Nikita Adams 

New Bursars

luyanda Dlamini  GBOBABF bursary for grade 10.

Busang tsukulu  GBOBABF bursary for grade 10.

Sifundo Sithole  GBOBABF bursary for grade 10.

Jody-terri Muleshi  GBOBABF lucky lives bursary for grade 10.

Jody-Terri MuleshiLuyanda Dlamini Sifundo SitholeBusang Tsukulu 
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So the bursars say...

“I would like to inform you that I will be joining a ship this Friday and will be joining in Cape 
Town. I will be joining the company MACS and I am quite excited by this as this is my first ship. 
I would like to thank you again for your contribution, as without it none of this would be possible. 
Your contribution is really appreciated because it does not only change my life, but it changes the 

life of my family as well. Thank you.”

“ I was looking through the General Botha Old Boys’ Association Bursary Fund this 

morning and I read once again my as well as Tsoso’s stories. I was so overwhelmed with 

emotions when thinking about all that the fund has done for us. I will be forever grateful 

for all the opportunities and the mentoring programmes the fund provided us.

“Thank you sir and the GBOBA Bursary Fund for everything they  
have done for me and career.”

Individual and family scholarships 

Halliday Family.   Brian Cole.   Captain Steve ray. 

Corporate Scholarship Donors  

MUR Shipping

RCYC
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BEST LAWHiLL MARiTiME STUdENT 2018

We seek to find and nurture those young South Africans who hear 
the wild, clear call of the running tide.

CRiTERiA FOR S.A.T.S General Botha PRiZE TO A STUdENT OF THE MARiTiME STUdiES  

COURSE AT SiMON’S TOWN SCHOOL

the criteria used to award this prize is modelled on similar criteria used to award a Gold Medal to a cadet on 

the original South African training ship, nautical college and merchant navy academy from 1922 to 1987.

The prize is awarded to a student who:

Shows an interest in following a career within the spectrum of the South African maritime family; 

Has demonstrated perseverance in academic work; 

Has demonstrated complete integrity; 

Has been an enthusiastic participant in the practical components of the Maritime Studies course; 

Has an excellent rapport with his/her seniors, peers and juniors; 

Has impeccable manners and bearing, and 

Has passed the Maritime Studies Course.

This year the S.A.T.S General Botha prize was awarded to: 

Helena Seebran
Grade 12 maritime student
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8.  THE BURSARY AWARd PROCESS: 

the Fund sustains the century-old legacy of the founding trustees of the S.A.t.S General Botha by facilitating the 

holistic development of young South Africans towards seafaring careers. Hence its focus on mid-teenage students 

beginning their nautical studies in grade 10 at secondary school.

to date, all the Fund’s secondary school bursaries have been awarded for grades 10-12 studies at the lawhill 

Maritime Centre (lMC) of the Simon’s town School. lMC is a uniquely well-established centre of excellence for 

maritime studies at this level. the Fund’s confidence and support of lMC was re-affirmed this year by their 100% 

Senior Certificate pass-rate, with multiple distinctions. this does not, however, exclude the inclusion of other maritime 

orientated secondary schools as they achieve similar excellence in the future.

Full boarding bursaries are favoured. the boarding experience has proved to be a significantly positive factor in the 

academic and personal development of the bursars. 

the secondary school bursary award process was changed once again in 2018. While the process prior to 2017 

served reasonably well for the previous six years, it had the major disadvantage of concentrating all the related 

activities into the crowded year-end. In addition, dependence on the lawhill Maritime Centre administration to provide 

a short list of potential bursars for selection had resulted in several students joining the programme with minimal or 

no general knowledge and understanding of the maritime world, nor any initial interest in the nautical curriculum that 

they were committing to. this created a weak base from which to engage in the Fund’s programme. this year, lMC 

required prospective applicants for grade 10 in the following year to register their intention to apply for admission 

before the end of March, adding a further step to the Fund’s process in the first quarter. the Award process has now 

been modified to accommodate this permanent requirement as follows:

•  Interacting with institutions engaged in the development of young people who have self-selected participation in 

nautical related activities, including sea cadets, sea scouts and sail-training clubs and academies.

•  Providing those institutions and the parents of potential applicants with comprehensive information about the 

opportunities of the Fund’s programme.

•  Identifying and informing parents of prospective applicants of the need to register their intention to apply for 

admission to grade 10 at lMC, or an equivalent school with a similar requirement and curriculum, during the first 

term of grade 9.

•  Encouraging these parents to initiate their application processes for admission to lMC and a Fund bursary prior to 

the due date for both.

•  Briefing the prospective applicants about the importance of their mid-year grade 9 examination results at their 

current schools. 

•  Developing a list of the applicants accepted by lawhill, or its equivalent, and selecting a short-list for testing and 

interview, with added input from those working with potential applicants in their various institutions. Briefing those 

short-listed that they will be considered for Fund bursaries subject to their success in the final steps of the selection 

process and the availability of funds.

•  Facilitating the aptitude testing, medical and eye-sight testing needed for later entry into tertiary maritime studies 

and the national cadet programme.

•  Briefing and interviewing the qualified short-listed candidates by the Fund’s selection panel, and approving the final 

bursary award within the Board members’ mandate based on the Fund’s short-term and medium-term budget.
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9. MENTORiNG ANd OUTREACH

the mentoring programme is the key distinguishing 

feature of the Fund’s approach to the development of 

its bursars. It is designed to complement their formal 

scholastic programme funded through its bursaries 

at both secondary and tertiary levels, equipping 

them with the competences needed to benefit fully 

from their learning experiences at every stage of 

their journey towards a successful maritime career, 

and thereafter. It is based on a holistic approach 

facilitating the bursars acquisition of the necessary 

knowledge, skills, and attitude. In essence, 

“nurturing sea fever.”

The programme begins at the entry level to grade 10 at Lawhill 

Maritime Centre (Lawhill) with an induction event at the S.A. 

Navy Museum and S.A.T.S General Botha exhibition, with the 

objective of creating a sense amongst the new bursars that they 

are the current beneficiaries of a legacy of education of young 

South Africans for seafaring spanning almost a century. the core 

values of “honour and duty” are related to the Fund’s expectations 

of their commitment and behaviour throughout the programme, and 

they are briefed about essential administrative matters. they are 

also introduced to the nature and practicalities of mentoring.

this comprehensive process takes place progressively through the year.

the emphasis on previous engagement in nautical activities does not preclude the consideration of applicants from 

outside these institutions, it is simply an indicator of a nascent interest in seafaring and an early demonstration of 

enthusiasm for maritime studies.

While the intent and emphasis of the Fund’s programme is on development for a seagoing career, referred to as 

nurturing sea fever, it is recognized that bursars’ career ambitions cannot be fixed at the entry level.

Bursaries are awarded for one year, but they are renewable annually, subject to the satisfactory academic progress 

and behaviour of the bursar. In practice, the Fund plans for a three-year commitment to each recipient at the outset, 

extending into tertiary education and mentoring of further career development where possible. Separate tertiary 

bursaries can also be awarded for direct entry to maritime studies at tertiary level where suitable.

the Fund’s tertiary bursaries are considered for study at the maritime departments of the Cape Peninsula university of 

technology (CAPut), the Durban university of technology (Dut) and the Sea Safety training Group college (SStG). 

Visit to the S.A. Navy Museum 

followed by Lunch.
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the bursars meet with their mentors every term, or as required, giving each student an opportunity to discuss issues 

that may be hampering their progress, be they academic, domestic, personal or situational, and to receive support 

and advice where needed. the confidential feedback from these meetings enables the mentoring team and the Fund 

management to identify and ameliorate problems where possible. Dealing with adolescents is never easy. Some 

significant behavioural problems arose this year which required very sensitive handling on the part of the Fund and 

lawhill. underlining, once again, the need for close co-operation between the Fund and the School.

Buren van Wyk

this individual mentoring process continues for the Fund’s tertiary-level bursars whether at the Cape Peninsula 

university of technology (CPut), the Durban university of technology (Dut) or the Sea Safety training Group (SStG), 

with an increased emphasis on preparation for the sea-going phase of the bursars’ progression to full watch-keeping 

officer status. It has been necessary to divide the mentoring workload between secondary and tertiary committees and 

mentor groups. It is particularly valuable for our currently sea-going mentors to work with these senior students as they 

are perfect role models at that stage of their development.

the new CPut (to commence soon) and Dut programmes run over three academic years, culminating in a theoretical 

Master’s qualification prior to the essential sea-readiness short courses and sea training phase as cadets. the SStG 

officer of the watch (OOW) training programme is an intense ten-month course with very limited vacation time. Once 

the SStG programme has been completed, the successful candidates have all the deck officer academics and the 

necessary short courses in fire-fighting, first-aid, personal survival, personal safety &social responsibility and security 

duties required for them to be “sea ready” to join a ship as a cadet for the minimum twelve-month sea training phase. 

thereafter they can proceed to SAMSA to take their oral examination for the deck officer certificate of competency.

Thank you letter from Buren’s mother:  
“As a parent, you want the best for your children, and I am blessed 
to say that Buren has it. Thank you for your guidnace, inspiration, 

encouragement and support.”
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Maths and science tutorials.

Cable repair ship.

Given the intensity of these tertiary-level programmes, there is no time for any extra-mural mentoring activities with 

the bursars beyond the regular meetings during each semester to monitor their progress. 

The annual mid-year camp for the Lawhill Maritime Centre bursars and the intensive grade 12 tutoring week at the 

sea cadet base TS Woltemade were a great success again this year. the camp is held jointly with the sea cadet corps 

and includes all the Fund’s bursars. It exposes them to a range of learning experiences covering shipboard routines, 

teamwork, leadership, discipline, service-related duties and boat handling. the camp is considered a tough week by 

the bursars, with facilities more spartan than their first-class boarding accommodation at lawhill, but they soon settle 

and acquit themselves well. there is an historical link between the Sea Cadet Corps and the S.A.t.S General Botha, 

and the current close collaboration between the Corps and the Fund is greatly valued.  

The week of the camp is also used for visits by the bursars to relevant maritime institutions, ships, maritime 

facilities, etc., broadening their general knowledge, stimulating their interest and excitement about maritime matters, 

and reinforcing aspects of their classroom learning. the programme this year included visits to a cable-ship, a port 

tour by boat and maritime industry visits.

The camp is preceded by an intensive one-week residential tutorial in grade 12 mathematics and science for those 

bursars approaching their senior certificate examinations at year-end, with the inclusion of selected sea cadets at that 

level. the small group allows the tutorial process to be highly individualistic.the programme for the tutorial week 

is run by the Fund’s extra-mural tutors, but also includes talks by visiting presenters on the challenges of tertiary 

education and other topics relevant to the bursars.
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the signing of the joint memorandum of understanding between the Fund and the National Sea rescue Institute 

(NSrI) has enabled our bursars to begin an exciting programme of induction, base visits, in-camp training and study at 

a progressively advanced level towards various certificated qualifications, coached by highly competent and committed 

NSrI instructors. the NSrI Practical and training Camp was held at the Breede river, near Swellendam, in October. 

the inclusivity of this event is illustrated by the participation of five lMC non-bursar students, four sea cadets and 

our second year student from the Durban university of technology in addition to the other Fund’s bursars. A grade 

10 Fund bursar, Buren van Wyk, was awarded the Barry’s Board trophy for determination and overall attitude. Not 

only do these activities contribute greatly to enhanced knowledge and skills development, but they engender a sound 

discipline and service ethic amongst the participants. the following response to reports on these activities was most 

encouraging:

“To see this is nothing short of Magnificent. The impact and influence 
that this training and process is having on such young people is 

invaluable in terms of grooming young responsible future leaders and 
citizens – whether individuals pursue a nautical career or not. This 

makes me extremely proud to be a member of the GBOBA and of all that 
the Association stands for. Compliments to every officer, instructor and 

student involved!”  

Tom Fraser
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the NSrI 

Practical and 

training Camp
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“RCYC Is proud and delighted with Apelele and Thaphelo’s achievements so far. It is fantastic news 

that they were chosen to go to Spain. Thanks to the Marine inspiration’s initiative. I am sure they will 

embrace this opportunity and return with memorable stories and experiences”.

Thank you, Phil and Anthony.

The Fund supported Marine inspiration’s annual 

international deep-sea yachting programme as a prime 

event again this year. the learning gained from this unique 

opportunity is invaluable to those students lucky enough to 

be selected. In combination with the commissioning of the 

lawhill sail-training yacht Homero, many of our bursars and 

other lawhill students are getting to know the ropes literally 

in close contact with the ocean – and loving it!

In Spain (Apelele Ntshinka, Terry Clark, Lubhaqa 

Ngogoma(LMC) and Thapelo Moletsane

Spain (Apelele Ntshinka and Thapelo Moletsane with Vitor Medina of the Royal Cape Yacht Club)

Menelisi Mkhize and Salmon Angombe aboard Homero

Also, a big thank you to all at GBOBA Bursary Fund for all your efforts in affording 

these students opportunities to succeed in a somewhat difficult path to success.  

We are truly honoured to be part of your initiatives.”

Vitor Medina, Commodore Royal Cape Yacht Club
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“After all the doom and gloom on the TV, it is very refreshing and good to recognize something 

positive. What is being done to encourage and educate these young people is so uplifting and 

makes one feel good that there are so many wonderful, good people in this beautiful country. 

Congratulations to all concerned!” 

Pauline Brueton, Hon. Secretary, Ship Society of South Africa.

 

the outreach aspect of the programme is intended to expose the bursars to the service aspect of the legacy 

of honour and duty that they are expected to adopt as their own. this is facilitated by mustering them for the 

annual General Botha Old Boys Association war memorial service, the annual SS Mendi memorial service, 

attendance at events such as the Fund’s annual general meeting and the fund-raising annual golf day to meet 

those who enable the Fund’s work for their benefit. It is reassuring that they are always fine ambassadors for the 

GBOBA and the Fund at these events, with exemplary comportment and manners.

the alignment between the Fund’s programme and the objectives of the South African International Maritime 

Institute (SAIMI) has resulted in their generous and essential financial support of events in the programme 

during this year. this is greatly appreciated, with sincere thanks, but it is also reassuring that the programme is 

making a contribution to their broader national objective of fostering the maritime industry in South Africa.

It is impossible to express the thanks due to all those who make this vital programme such a success every year 

through their tireless work and superb role-modelling, and to all those in their workplaces who give their time 

and caring to host the various visits and events. But “thank you!” none the less.

Nikita Adams rings bell for Armistice Day
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10. BOARd ACTiViTiES:

While the Governing Board may seem to be large, it is necessary to ensure future sustainability and continuity with an 

ageing membership, and to ensure an effective quorum in the unavoidable absence of the younger members who are 

currently serving at sea. the Board has worked well during 2018, fulfilling all the requirements of best practice for sound 

corporate governance. In addition to their oversight roles, individual board members play key roles on sub-committees and 

directly in the many activities that make up the Fund’s annual programme.

All board members give their services freely as a donation to the Fund.

the progressively increasing volume and reach of the Fund’s work has increased the related administrative workload 

immensely year by year. this has been relieved, to an extent, by the development of an effective part-time secretariat and 

student administration function, together with increased delegation from the Board to an executive committee and several 

activity-focused committees. this allows for an improved operational responsiveness but has entailed a major overhaul 

of communication, data capture, archiving, and information retrieval processes. the team is very conscious of the risk of 

excessive bureaucracy and is making the maximum use of technology to avoid that pitfall. the looming challenge is the 

shortage of workspace, secure storage, etc. this will have to be addressed in the present financial year.

the establishment of a committee in Durban has progressed well, greatly extending the Fund’s service and promotional 

reach in this important maritime centre. the GBOBA Durban Branch is now actively involved, as is the local yachting 

community.  the extended committee will be formalized in the new year. this will provide an excellent mentoring 

capability for Durban-based bursars and ex-bursars. 

One of the key management tasks of the Board is to track the professional progress of ex-bursars well into their 

professional careers to measure the Fund’s success in achieving its mission and objectives. the GBOBA has initiated 

the admission of ex-bursars to the Association at the appropriate time of their professional development, to nurture the 

identification they have with its heritage and legacy.

the Board had to manage some significant behavioural problems with a small group of its senior bursars this year. All 

were resolved satisfactorily, but they did highlight the challenges of mentoring adolescents. As a result, formal codes 

of conduct have been established for both secondary and tertiary bursars, forming part of their commitment to their 

programmes.

Of significant concern to the Board as it moves into 2019 are:

•  the deficiencies in mathematics and science education that handicap bursars throughout the Fund’s programme.

•   the slow placement of ex-bursars at sea when they enter the national cadet programme and complete their 

watchkeeping officer certification, with the significant demotivation that results from this.

• the potential distraction from seafaring of additional marine study subjects offered in the lMC curriculum.

•  the negative impact on funding of weak world trade and local economic conditions, together with the cost-cutting 

pressures on government institutions.

• Accommodation for the secretariat, and safe archiving and storage.

All these issues will be addressed as part of the Board’s strategic review and planning during 2019. 

the Board would be very pleased to receive your feedback on any matter arising from this report. 
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11. FiNANCiAL PLANNiNG ANd FUNdRAiSiNG.

the Finance Committee’s objectives for expenditure and sustainability remained unchanged this year, as follows:

• Service of all bursary commitments.

• Maintenance of a sound three-year financial reserve.

• Adequate funding of mentoring and outreach activities.

•  Continuation of extra-tutorial coaching and the provision of supplementary study material, with emphasis on 

mathematics and science.

• limitation of overhead expenses to < 10% of the budget, for the secretariat and other essential services.

• Promotion of corporate and private named scholarships.

•  Maintenance of the ongoing commitment of donors and sponsors through regular engagement and communication.

• underwriting of fundraising initiatives and events.

the Fund continued to benefit from the enthusiastic and generous support from its donors and sponsors during 2018. 

While this is essential for the sustainability of the Fund’s work, the Committee and the Board are fully aware that it 

cannot simply depend on this goodwill – hence the continued focus on promotion, communication and fundraising.

the previously successful e-auctions of collectable maritime items continue to be held whenever suitable items are 

available. these auctions are both financially rewarding for the Fund and great fun. there is cash in the attic, so 

please give it some thought!

the annual Marine Inspirations Big Bottle Wine Party remains a great social party event, raising essential funds for the 

maintenance of lMC’s Homero ocean sail-training yacht and other mentoring events.

the annual golf day was a great success again this year and continues to be the largest fundraising event of the 

year. the generosity of the principal sponsor AMSOl Marine and the hole and prize sponsors, combined with the 

extraordinary work of the golf day committee and their support team, made it a memorable event. the sun shone, the 

wind held its breath and the greens played well. the competition to hold aloft the winners’ trophy, a framed diagram 

of the barque lawhill’s rigging plan, and to have the names of the winning four engraved on a new cartouche on the 

frame, is fierce indeed. the event is always attended by a group of l awhill students, providing an opportunity for 

participants to meet with the beneficiaries of their contributions, and to hear how their generosity is transforming 

young lives. In addition, the students get first-hand insight into how the active benevolence of others creates and 

sustains their life-changing opportunities.

It was truly encouraging to receive the following response concerning the AMSOl Marine principal sponsorship.

“From my side, an absolute pleasure and we are proud to be able to support and have our name linked 

to such a fantastic cause. We hope that you achieved all targets set and are glad that a number of less 

privileged young people will benefit and be given opportunities to forge a maritime career.”    

Dave Murray 
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Neil Davids, Garth Hansen, Alan Vermaak, Glen Cheary 

and Clare Gomes.
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the golf day is a vital source of funding for the Fund’s work and great fun for the participants – long may it continue!

the clear alignment of the youth development work of the Fund with the transformational work of the South 

African International Maritime Institute (SAIMI) within the South African maritime industry resulted in SAIMI 

contributing significant funding for several of the Fund’s training events during this year. It is hoped that this 

valuable collaboration will continue, despite the cost-cutting imperatives that they share with all state institutions.

the national movement towards free education for some students is being followed closely by the Board members. 

Many of our bursars could benefit, with significant savings for the Fund. In the meantime, the Fund’s budget 

projections assume no relief in that area for the foreseeable future.

Continuous cost increases remain a constant concern, demanding tight budget management and conservative 

medium-term to long-term financial planning.

AMSOL Marine Bursary Golf Day 2018 Sponsors

Winners of “Alliance with a twist.”: Neil Davids, Garth Hansen, Alan Vermaak and Glen Cheary with  

Clare Gomes of AMSOl.

Individual sponsors: 

Cate Kirkland, Phillip Burchell, Christine Banks, Hans Schroeder, Hugh James, Gail lawson; Jenny rogers; 

Gary De Jong; Ian Harvey, Ian Fishley, tim Cowley, Jim Birtles, Christine Morgan, Dennis Henwood, Colin 

Flockhart, Bill Shewell, Peter Coetzee

Corporate sponsors:
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FiNANCiAL STATEMENT:

2018 

For the period from January 2018 to December 2018.

THE S.A.T.S General Botha OLD BOYS’  
ASSOCIATION BURSARY FUND

iNdEx

27.  Statement of responsibility.

28.  Compilation report of the accounting officer.                                                                                              

29.  Balance sheet. 

30.  Income statement.                                                                                          

31.  Notes.  

the reports and statements set out below comprise the annual financial 

statements presented to executive committee members:
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                 Addendum - Standard Codicil for Wills 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  ______________________________________________________________________	  

	  
S.A.T.S General Botha Old Boys Association Bursary Fund 

                                                        PBO Exemption No 930 037 633 
	   	   	   	   	  

	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  CODICIL	  

                       Relating to a fixed or an annual sum (donation) from my estate 

 

I, the undersigned___________________________________________ (Full names) 

Declare the following to be a codicil to my Will. 

1. I bequeath the sum of R _____________________________    
      
 (In words)   _______________________________________________________ 
 

2. To the S.A.T.S. General Botha Old Boys Association Bursary Fund. 
 

3. I confirm the terms of my Will in all other respects. 
 

IN WITNESS whereof I have hereunto set my hand at ____________________________(place)    

on this ____________ day of ………………………….. (month)   20….(year), in the presence of the 
subscribing witnesses, I, the Testator, and the said witnesses all being present together at the same 
time and signing our names in the presence of one another. 

Signed …………………………………… (Testator) 

AS WITNESSED: 

1.  …………………………………………       
 

2.  ………………………………………… 
 

This is a confidential document to be handed to your attorney for safe keeping with your will. 

Should you wish to inform the SATS GBOBA Bursary Fund of your decision to leave a legacy (you do 
not need to tell us the amount) please would you write or send a copy of this Codicil to us at No 1 El 
Meadows, Wren Way, Meadowridge, 7806. Rep of South Africa or email it Keith Burchell 
k.h.burchell@yebo.co.za  or the treasurer Neil Lawson neil@lawson.co.za  

AddENdUM – STANdARd COdiCiL FOR WiLLS

Should you wish to inform the S.A.t.S GBOBA Bursary Fund of your decision to leave a legacy (you do not need 
to tell us the amount) please would you write or send a copy of this Codicil to us at P. O. Box 414, Muizenberg, 
Western Cape, 7950, South Africa or email it to administrator@generalbotha.co.za.
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BEEE STATUS CERTiFiCATE
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AddENdUM – 

FUNd CONTACT ANd BANKiNG dETAiLS

Postal Address:

P. O. Box 414, Muizenberg, Western Cape, 7950, South Africa

Email Address: 

administrator@generalbotha.co.za

  

Keith Burchell Chairman 021 712 9167 | 083 282 4928 keithhburchell@gmail.com

Paul Semark Vice Chairman 021 553 3988 | 082 857 7355 p.semark@telkomsa.net

Neil lawson treasurer 021 712 5950 | 083 6555 950 neil@lawson.co.za

tony Nicholas Member 021 788 5957 | 082 555 2877 cptchairman@generalbotha.co.za           

Bursary Fund banking details. 

S.A.t.S General Botha Old Boys Association Bursary Fund

Nedbank, Constantia

Branch code 101-109

Account number 10111 33164

   Swift Code (foreign transfers) NEDS ZA JJ



Postal Address: 

P. O. Box 414, Muizenberg, Western Cape, 7950, South Africa 

Email Address: 

administrator@generalbotha.co.za

THE S.A.T.S General Botha OLD BOYS’ 
ASSOCIATION BURSARY FUND

“If the founding trustees of the S.A.T.S General Botha could survey, with us,  

the history of their initiative, they would find nothing surprising in it. They knew that the Bothie would 

be a pilot-project for the development of a modern South African maritime industry. They decreed it, 

and their cadets believed it and did it. Human confidence in such an historical dynamic, if it is strong 

and tenacious enough, is a force in itself – a force that pushes on the hinge of events and moves them. 

Bothie Boys have believed that they have a special legacy with such unanimity and passion, and have 

done so over so long a span, that they do. They do indeed have a principal role – because they wrote it for 

themselves. Therein lies the key to our story. That is why The Legend lives on!” 

Tony Nicholas

Granger Bay Gordons Bay
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